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Aero-Engines Americas 2021 

 
Fairmont Dallas, TX, USA 

30-31 March 2021 

Meeting Innovation Expectations of the Recovering Engines Market 

Day Zero – Monday, 29 March 

6:00pm – Welcome Reception 

8:00pm 

Day One – Tuesday, 30 March 

8:00am Registration 

9:00am Opening Remarks 
Jessica Bradley, Conference Producer, Aviation Week Network  

9:10am Opening Keynote Presentation  

9:30am Industry Forecast 

With the world remaining gripped in the throes of the current pandemic, it can be difficult to                 
anticipate the future recovery of the engines’ market. How is the continuation of the crisis               
affecting the Americas’ engine communities and what can we expect to see from stakeholders              
in the short, medium and long-term? What impact could the decrease in workforce have on               
capacity? Have we learnt anything from the beginnings of the pandemic that can be applied to                
its current stage? And if we do see a successful worldwide vaccine, when can we expect to see                  
passenger numbers start to increase, and will the vaccine be enough to restore passenger              
confidence? Are we finally starting to see the industry moving towards recovery? 

10:00am Panel Discussion: Flexibility Needs in Long-term MRO Contracts 

The recent crisis has created an undeniable need for flexibility in MRO contracts for OEMs,               
Third-Party MROs and Operators. Lengthy MRO commitments are being met with hesitation to             
prevent ties to future obligations that may not be able to be met, and the need to conserve cash                   
remains king, so what can we expect to see from long-term MRO contracting? How is the                
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engine community redirecting their approach to alternative contract models? Key players weigh            
in on what we can expect to see in future contracting opportunities. 

10:45am Morning Coffee Break 

11:25am Examining OEM Business Retention Tactics 

The reduction in capacity has seen a scramble to retain and source new business for all areas                 
of the engine community. Will OEMs use aggressive tactics to maintain their share in the engine                
market? Have we seen operator maintenance moving from independent and traditional engine            
shops to OEMs for maintenance work now availability has increased in OEM shops? Find out               
what changes are being made as transformation of product offerings is increasingly becoming a              
necessity to retain business and learn from OEMs exactly what they’re doing to innovate. 

  
12:10pm Networking Lunch 

  
1:20pm Panel Discussion: Understanding USM Strategies  

A lack of USM in previous years kept the market in the hands of the sellers, but with the                   
increase in retired engine availability and a potential surplus of parts on the market, how has                
this changed buying strategies for key players? Are airlines and lessors selling assets to ensure               
continued liquidity and are parts-brokers concerned about sitting on inventory? When can we             
expect to see a ramp up in demand for capacity and could now be the perfect time to invest in                    
spare parts? 

  
2:05pm Panel Discussion: Engines Market – Continued Crisis or Future 
Opportunity?  

The financial impact of the crisis continues to be felt at every level of the aftermarket industry.                 
Join financial experts as they offer an update to the current standings of the market. Learn                
about recent and future changes in mergers & acquisitions, bankruptcies and consolidations.            
What spread are we seeing in what buyers are willing to pay against what sellers are willing to                  
accept? What type of investments are proving popular? Are there sale-and-leaseback options            
for airlines to preserve cash on their engines? How are airlines approaching green-time engine              
management and will that affect the market? Are changes in the North American market              
differing from the rest of the globe as we take the necessary steps towards recovery? 

  
2:45pm Afternoon Coffee Break 

  
3:25pm Presentation: The End of Human Repairs? 

Robotics continue to remain an important talking point in new repair technologies, but how might               
this impact current MRO repair? Is robotics the standalone future of repair for the aftermarket               
sector, or are we more likely to see an augmentation of human capabilities? 
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3:40pm  Panel Discussion: Revising the Expectations of Leasing Strategies 

Previous leasing models of lengthy contracts with high retainers are becoming increasingly            
unpopular due to the long-term commitment, so what changes are we seeing in the engine               
leasing community to meet shifting needs? Due to high engine costs, short-term leasing could              
offer a more attractive commitment to airlines. Through this need for flexibility, how have lessors               
changed their view on their current assets as a result of the crisis? 

  
4:10pm Presentation: Looking at the Parts Rental Market 

Through an increase in digitisation, parts rental is increasingly becoming a reality within the              
engine market. The expansion of OEM parts platforms to include the rental of parts could be the                 
perfect opportunity to remove the costly expenditure of purchasing parts for airlines and lessors.              
What could a movement to remove the high overhead cost commitment of parts mean for               
operators and the product offerings of maintenance and repair shops.  

4:25pm Inspiring the Next Generation of Talent 

A lack of available talent has been an ongoing problem for aviation, and now with the increase                 
in layoffs, we are seeing grandfathered knowledge leaving the industry at a rapid rate. Ensuring               
new talent is being channelled into the industry will be key to eventual recovery. How can we                 
make sure that we continue to inspire people to join an industry in crisis? 

  
5:05pm Closing Remarks and End of Day One 

  
5:15pm – Networking Reception 
7:15pm 

  

Day Two – Wednesday, 31 March 

8:00am Registration 

9:00am Opening Remarks 
Jessica Bradley, Conference Producer, Aviation Week Network 

  
9:05am Case Study: Utilising Blockchain for Predictive Repairs 

Reactive repairs are draining on both time and money, and several MROs and OEMs believe               
Blockchain could be the way to tackle this in future repairs. As MROs seek to find capabilities to                  
stop themselves being on the backfoot when it comes to engine repairs, what possibilities could               
Blockchain offer to tighten maintenance and repair operations?  

  
9:20am Panel Discussion: MRO Consolidations and Transformation 
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Are independent MROs at risk of being bought up by the larger MROs and OEMs as they fight                  
for market share? What can independents do to ensure their survival in the current market, and                
how can operators support them? Specialisation is increasingly seeming necessary for the            
independents, but could this impact their capabilities when capacity begins to ramp up? Could              
OEMs and larger MROs begin to outsource their business if they cannot meet capacity due to                
reductions in workforce? What can we expect to see from businesses receiving grants through              
the Care Act? Could this remove the option of consolidations and partnerships? 

  
10:00am Panel Discussion: Federal Support for Engine Sustainability  

There has been a shift in the private sector to begin to favour sustainability initiatives where                
financiers are open to discounting the lending rate by a small margin providing the company               
they are lending to are demonstrably making steps in the right direction, but without government               
support for federal programmes, managing the crisis will be impossible. What changes could we              
begin to see from the new government in office? And is change a reality on the horizon? Could                  
optimism of the next four years be met with a continued gridlock on sustainability initiatives?  

  
10:40am Morning Coffee Break  
 
11:20am  Panel Discussion: Recovery Strategies for Increased Capacity 

It is clear we will not see a V shaped recovery within aftermarket operations, and many engine                 
shops have had to greatly reduce workforces because of the reduction of shop visits from               
operators. As time on green-time engines begins to burn off, and overhauls start to become a                
necessary reality, we will see engine shops drastically needing to meet the curve as passengers               
return to the skies. Could new initiatives such as onsite engine repairs offer a solution to meet                 
capacity needs as well as reduce maintenance costs? Are shops prepared for the increase in               
capacity when this eventually happens?  
 
12.05pm Presentation: The Road to Digital 

Successfully digitising the Engine MRO IT networks is becoming a prerequisite to staying ahead              
in the game. Without the right capabilities, Engine shops will be unable to revolutionise their               
product offerings and meet the ongoing needs of their customers. Learn from shops who are on                
the road to digitisation, and the pain points and challenges they are facing along the way.  

  
12:20pm      Panel Discussion: What does the COVID 19 Vaccine Mean for the Aviation 
Industry?  

With the impending reality of a vaccine being made available globally, what will that mean for                
the aviation industry? Will this create another upsurge in passenger to freighter conversions to              
capitalise on delivery needs? And what are the timelines for the logistics of making this a                
reality? As the world waits for a cure, the aviation industry will be a key component of any                  
delivery strategy. 
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1.00pm            Closing Remarks 

  
1.05pm           Networking Lunch 

  
  
  
  

 


